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 TOLSTOY
To his Wife	20, Egerton Gardens, SW.
June 27, 1904
... I read with some care in the train, and since, Tol-
stoy's remarkable discourse! I wonder what you thought
of it. It seems to me in its way a very noble performance
—and The Timers leading article very poor and incapable
of seeing below the surface of things, or beyond their
most temporal aspect.  I can imagine the politicians of
fudah telling Isaiah he had none of the severe patience
which comes of the conviction that in the evolution of
mankind it is ordained that good shall triumph over evil,
and his replying that that triumph must show itself in
conduct and character before it will show itself anywhere
else. And the whole of TVs sermon is the call we never
can hear too often , the call to recognize that the only
Kingdom really and eternally worth leaving is within us
and spiritual, not without us at all, or consisting at all in
the things we fight for and kill for. Yet I don't see how
his liberalism is really practicable, while we are in a world
in which we have a right, and perhaps a duty, to wish
to live, and life depends on material conditions* If we
literally turn the other check, either as men or nations,
if we refuse to resist aggression at all, we make the reign
of the brutal elements in the world more universal than
before, and if we refuse to possess wealth we refuse the
basis on which much that is valuable in the best sense in
our existing lives is necessarily based. The vow of poverty
has rarely produced saintliness, and never culture or art
orjphilosopny.
The truth is, I really think, and it is curious enough,
that Tolstoy goes wrong from what causes so many mis-
takes in our day—the misapplication of the scientific
spirit* He who" speaks so well of " the futile mental
exercises which are now called Science "— futile because
they have no bearing on life except in its lowest
plane— fells iatp the very confusion of tne man of science
who is always judging art and poetry by the standard of

